CONFERENCE

Mediating the Global and the ocal:
ANatural Crossroads for
Planning and Planners?

by Ian Wight

Globalization is all around us. It is a fundamental dimension of the changing
world that planners-and others-have to
come to terms with these days. It was an
almost inevitable focus of one of the 1998
CIP Conference sessions, attracting a particularly large contingent of curious and
questioning attendees. Globalization may
be all around us, but we cannot easily
embrace it and all it means-especially
where planners are concerned. The "global" can seem so much larger, higher, and
broader than our usual "local" reference
points . There is no global planning act to
frame our actions, nor a global government for us to advise, guide, and warn.
Yet, could it be chat "global" is best
approached by being very down-to-earth?
And could the conference theme, at the
crossroads, not provide a serviceable
metaphor to place globalization on a clearer par with its inter-linked opposite, localization? The "crossroads" metaphor
connotes horizontality-a level, human
playing field-cum-network. Compare this
with the common conception of "local"
and "global" being at opposite ends of a
world-scale hierarchy, with the global
operating over and above the local. In retrospect, the conference session seems to
have validated the notion that globaliza-
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cion cannot and should not be disassociated from localization. Rather than being
scales or poles apart, the global and the
local are on more of an interactive par,
especially as a framework for action.
The global dimension of the planners'
changing world was considered in a series
of presentations. Pamela Robinson discussed how municipal planners can help
combat the macro-environmental problem
of global warming. Gillian Mason discussed how planners can act more globally
with respect to common problems through
organizations such as the Commonwealth
Association for Public Administration and
Management (CAPAM). And Ian Wight
speculated on the planner's potential role
as a conscious bridging/intersecting "glocalizer," rather than a pure agent of globalization or localization. Collectively, the
presentations yielded the notion that
mediating the global and the local might
be a natural crossroads for planning and
planners-connecting relevant knowledge
with necessary action.
Globalization of the economy tends
to crowd out other present-day globalizations chat are perhaps equally deserving of
a considered response. In fact, a broader
global consciousness accompanies, and
perhaps is even triggered by, economic

globalization. This is manifested in global
political movements such as the
Commonwealth, and in global meteorological phenomena such as acid rain,
ozone layer depletion, and-most fundamentally-the accelerating warming of
the world's climate. Robinson spoke to the
latter challenge for local planners, arguing
the case for municipal actions that are
capable of making a difference, no matter
how daunting the challenge might seem.
It is a truly global problem, although
dependent for its solution on many local
actions, where planners are called upon to
serve as catalysts and to furnish some of
the necessary conscience that connects the
local and the global.
Local actions addressing global climate change are highly consonant with
planners' growing commitment to seek
sustainability in all their endeavours. Yet
striving toward sustainability can seem a
tall order in the absence of a clear, immediate, and compelling threat that makes
avoiding action imperative. Certainly
there can be appeals to local self-interest,
since current climate change will have a
mostly negative impact on municipalities.
And there can be resort to a locality's sense
of guilt, since municipalities actively contribute to climate change while holding
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Ifplaces motivate but the planet does not, a curious paradox emerges.

The

wrenching global problems that the world's leading thinkers so earnestly warn
about ... may submit to solutions only obliquely. The only cures possible may
be local and motivated by a sentiment-the love ofhome-that global
thinkers have often regarded as divisive or provincial. Thus it may be possible
to diagnose global problems globally, but impossible to solve them globally.
There may not be any ways to save the world that are not first and foremost
ways for people to save their own places ...

If this is true, it means that to seek

durable answers to global challenges, the conscientious must-without losing
sight ofthe universal-begin with place, and specifically with one place.

- Alan Thein Durning

(from This Place on Earth: Home and the Practice ofPermanence.
1996. Seattle, WA: Sasquatch Books, pp. 7-8.)

the jurisdictional ability to reduce their
contributions. In particular, municipalities
can take a variety of measures to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as
"agents of dynamic change" delivering
community-based programs.
But will they act? Robinson notes that
some municipalities very definitely are
acting, leading the way as they cultivate a
growing collaboration. One vehicle is provided by the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities' (FCM) 20% Club.
Through action plans that stress continuous improvement, municipalities who join
the Club commit to reducing GHG emissions by 20% from 1990 levels within 10
years of joining. By early 1998, 38 municipalities had signed on. Other actions are
associated with the Voluntary Challenge
and Registry (VCR) Program, a centrepiece of Canada's National Action
Program on Climate Change.
Unfortunately, there seems to be an
increasing realization that solely voluntary
measures will not be sufficient for Canada
to achieve current GHG emission reduction targets. Perhaps there needs to be
greater appeal to the basic inter-municipal
competitive instincts that many planners
know all too well. Under this conception,
planners might play their progressive part
as seekers of excellence and as "best practice boosters. " Truly progressive municipalities could use their policy and
program response to global warming as a
marketing ploy, demonstrating concern
and commitment to maintaining a strong
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position in the quality-of-life stakes.
The impetus for local progressive
action is strengthened when individual
municipalities can connect with others
through membership in the FCM, via
global networks such as the
Commonwealth, or by way of spin-offs
such as CAPAM. Taking this viewpoint,
Mason noted that not only is the world
shrinking, but- more importantly-it is
becoming more connected. The
Commonwealth provides a particularly
friendly connection for Canadians ready
to more fully engage the global-local

dialectic. The 54 member countries share
a common language (English) and similar
traditions and structures of government,
yielding significant opportunities to compare experiences, engage in mutual learning, and inspire one another to action.
CAPAM strikes all the right chords with
its focus on innovation, networking services, and collaborative projects-important touchstones for contemporary
planners at all levels.
Change, noted Mason, is a worldwide phenomenon. Change for governments "is going to be continuous,"
requiring flexibility from individuals and
in the design and redesign of our organizations. It is Mason's experience that we as
planners "need to devise ways and means
to track, explore, and understand the
changes taking place and' what they may
mean to us-this will be fundamental to
effective planning in the future.
Understanding the interconnections and
interdependencies that exist in urban issues
has always been an important part of our
multidisciplinary approach to planning.
The need now is to expand that understanding to include global implications."
One worrying aspect of the change
so far has been the increasingly marketoriented attitude of many governments
(such as in New Zealand). Mason noted
that the realization that scant attention
has been paid to the human aspect of government reform, including the enormous

Technological change and globalization ofeconomies requires professionals
who can both see the big picture and creatively respond to a rapidly
changing context. Under these conditions collaborative, communicative
planning is proliferating in its applications. This 'post-modern' planning
involves making connections among ideas and among people; setting in
motion joint learning; coordinating among interests and players; building
social, intellectual and political capital; and finding new ways to work on
the most challenging tasks. This kind ofplanning, when it is done well,
builds its own support and changes the world. Post-modern planning
confronts the challenge ofcontinuous change, not by creating blueprints or
rigid regulatory regimes, but by trying to influence its direction and
preparing to meet uncertainty.

- Judith E. Innes

(from "The Planners' Century" in journal of
Planning Education and Research. 1996. p. 228.)
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human costs associated with restructuring,
is just beginning in many Commonwealth
countries. Some governments still appear
to be pursuing an obsession with becoming efficient service delivery agencies, at
the expense of other critical functions
such as those related to citizenship and
guardianship of the public interest.
What are planners to make of globalization? Building on the presentations of
Robinson and Mason, Wight suggested
that globalization and localization should
not be seen as going head-to-head, but as
going hand-in-hand; their interrelationship perhaps most usefully conceived as
dialectical interaction rather than dichotomous competition. Conceiving the
essence of planning as the linking of
knowledge and action, Wight wondered if
the mediation of the global-local dialectic
might come naturally for planners.
Judging it too simplistic to pointedly connect knowledge with the global and action
with the local (as in Rene Dubos' wellworn phrase: "thinking globally; acting
locally"), Wight offered instead an insight
from Ashwani Vasishth of the University
of Southern California:
Once we begin to view the world
from (such) an ecosystem conception,
the very ideas behind the words
'local' and 'global' become highly
contingent on purpose and on
perspective, and intricately
connected. Then, the notion that we
should 'think globally, act locally'
becomes less than adequate, and we
may need to settle far some less
catchy but more pragmatic
version-perhaps one that says:
think at the scales that count, and
act at the levels that matter.

Rather than obsessing on thinking and acting, Wight suggested that a more meaningful post-modern planning context for
viewing globalization is perhaps in terms
of "moving" and "making. " The "moving"
captures the many social and political
movements, such as the Commonwealth,
now at work, especially in the civil society
quadrant of the public domain. The "making" takes us beyond action at one point in
time (e.g., putting our the recycling blue
box each week) to concern for the design
and construction of new structures that
support a more sustainable society and that
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This (line of theorizing the global-local connection) has implications for

I

planning. It is obvious that 'local' planners have to be empowered to be
'global' actors. This does not mean relocating them to the global scale or
creating supra-planning entities that operate internationally. It does mean
that planners must be able to react to influences impinging on their
'communities,' regardless ofwhere those influences originate and which
actors are responsible. In effect, planning powers need to be extended beyond
political boundaries. Planners cannot be confined to defined places but
must be able to roam across political boundaries as need dictates.
Additionally, planners should develop organizations that extend their
spatial reach through collaborative endeavours and thereby provide another
mechanism for responding to the multitude of (particularly external) actors
who shape their communities.
- Robert B'eauregard

(from "Theorizing the global-local connection" in World Cities in a
World-System. P.L. Knox and P.J. Taylor (eds.). 1995.

Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. p. 244.)

could conceivably put a dent in the global
warming problem.
The "economic transacting" at the
heart of most conceptions of globalization
would become paired with the "ecological
networking" needed to sustain planetary
integrity. Perhaps this overt balancing
would even encourage a Gaian reference
point-to replace the global fixation. And
from this reformulating perspective, the
local even begins to appear parochial and
insufficiently cosmopolitan for the postmodern prominence of diversity and difference. With this interpretation, a
designation like "cultural" seems to merit
more consideration than "local." Perhaps
we need to acknowledge that increasingly
we live and operate less in hard and fast
"localities," and more in fluid and
dynamic "culturalities. "
Prospecting some pointers for planners in all this, Wight acknowledged his
ecological biases in advancing the concept
of planners as sustainable society designers
and agents of ecological governance (in
the service of Gaia rather than "the
globe"). Planners need to more consciously patrol all four quadrants of the public
domain-the state, economy, political
community, and civil society-and strive
to play a more effective straddling role.
He suggested that planners need to avoid

falling into narrow roles as agents of either
globalization or localization, and advance
instead the possibility of a mediating
"glocalizer" role.
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